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ABSTRACT 
Tlw notions of' H<l-expandability and bounded Bd-expandability 

propertiPs Hl'l! i ntrodt1ced and i-:t:udiud. IL i.c; proved that Hd-expnndability 

property is a topological proJH~rl.y ot.lwr I.him finite dimensionality coupled 

with Hausdorffnoss which i-:t.rengtlicn.ci parncompnctncs.ci to bounded 

paracompadness. Not only this, /Jcl-cxpandability property 8trongthens 

each of the following properties to bounded paracompactness : 8-refinability, 

metacompactness, bounded metacompactness, subparacompactness. 

screenability and Lindeloness. 

Introduction. In 1970 Fletcher, McCoy and Slover [3] introduced 

the notion of boundedly paracornpact spaces. A topological space Xis said 

to be boundedly paracompact if every open cover of Xhas a bounded locally 

finite open refinement. The class ofboundedly paracompact spaces contains 

the class of corn pact spaces and is contained in the class of paracornpact 

spaces. But a paracornpact space need not be boundedly paracompact and 
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a boundcdly paracornpacL space rwed not lie cornprn:t. I low<~V<'t', l1'l<'LdH·t', 

McCoy and Slowr j:q have proved Uwt f'iniL<' dimensiorrnliLy t.ol;<dli<'r willi 

Ha usdorffness HLn' ng·Llwns paracom pactness to bounded pa rncom pndtH'HH. 

Also, Fktdwr. Mc:C:oy nnd Slover 141 have provNI that bounded mt111L;1bk 

parncompnct.11<'HH lo~~dlwr with Hausdorffness strengLlwnH ll<'n~ditnry 

pan1compncL11c•ss Lo bounded paracompactness. But it is nut. known, 

whctlwr nny 0Ll1<'r Lopologicnl property strengthens paracornp:1<:Lness to 

bounded p;ir;1co111pnd11c~ss. Therefore, the following question arisPs: 

hi Uu~n· 1111y Lopolo~~ical property other than finite dimensionality 

coupled w i Lh I In t1sclorl'f1wss which strengthens para compactness to 

bounded paracompm:Lr1css? 

All the known <~xpandahility properties bc~ing wc~aker than 

paracompactness c:rnnot HtrengUwn paracompactness to bounded 

paracompactness. In the pn·Htmt paper. we introduce the concept ofBd

expandability as a stronger form of expandability and answer the above 

question in the affirmative. 'l'he whole paper is divided into two sections. 

In section 1 the concept of Bd-expandability is introduced, discussed and 

the above question is answered in the affirmative by proving that every 

Ed-expandable paracompact space is boundedly paracompact. The notion 

of bounded Ed-expandability is also introduced by generalizing the notion 

of Ed-expandability. Various inclusion relations are obtained and several 

counter examples are given which demonstrate the invalidity of a number 

of plausible conjectures concerning these properties. In section 2, open 

problems are given. 

1. Bel-Expandability Property 
l. l Definitions. A topological space .\ is snid to be Bd-cxpandable 

(respectively, boundedly U1/-cxpandablc) if for each locally finite 

(respectively, bounded locally finite) collection {Fa.: cxcA} of subsets of X, 

there exists a bounded locally finite collection {Ga.: aEA} of open subsets of 

X such that Fa.cG., for each ar.A. 

I .2 Theorem. A topological space Xis Ed-expandable (respectively, 

boundedly Ed-expandable) iff for each locally finite (respectively, bounded 

locally finite) collection {Fa.: aEA} of closed subsets of X, there exists a 

bounded locally finite collection {Gt,: cxrA} of open subsets of X such that Fa 
c Ga for each cxEA. 

Proof. Obvious. 

l.3 Theorem. A topological space Xis boundedly Ed-expandable iff for 
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l'ach discrete collec:Lio11 {11:,: nul/ of :-rnbsets of'X, I.hen> r•xist.;; :t l)()ll11ded 

locally fin it.c collection {( ;": w:./\/ of open subsets ol' X sllch Lhn t l<'u< ( "" i(>r 

each ofc1,rA 

Pn>0f. The proof followH l'rom a simple modification of Uw proof' ol' 1.lw 

'l'lworcrn 2.7 in [IOI. 

I A Lemma. I ,d {F .. : mA/ JH, a bounded locally finite colll)dion of subsets 

of a topological sp;1c:l' .\.I ,(·t. I' {y c A: y is finite}. Then (n.,,y/1:,: yr.I'/ is 

bounded locally f'init.e. 

Proof. Obvim1H. 

Using J,t>lllnia l .. l :1bovu we give a characterization of Hri

expandable spac:es as follows: 

1.5 Theorem. A topological Hp:tct' X iH /lrl-t~xp;111dnhlc· ifffor each locally 

finite collection Fof (cloH(~d) Hub::t•tH of X, I.here exists a bounded locally 

finite open cover U ofXand a pnsitiw intq.~l>l' n such that each member of 

Uintersects atmost n nwmber.s of F. 

Proof. Let X be a Bel-expandable space. Let F = {F": ar.A} be a locally 

finite collection of (closed) subsets of X. Then Cl F = {ClF.,: ar.A)is locally 

finite. Therefore, there exists a bounded locally finite collection {Ga.: ar.A} 

of open subsets of X such that Cl l"a. c Ga. for each ar.A. Then there exists 

a positive integer n such that each point xf.Xbelongs to at most n members 

of {G": ar.A}. 

Let. r = {ycA : IY I:::: n}, For each yEr ,define Vy = f'iuq G,,- "''"Y Cl/1~,. IL can 
be proved easily that. V == {Vy: ycr} is an open cover of X such that each 

member of V inLl~rsccL8 at.most n mcmbern of F. Now by Lemma l.1 

above and the fact t.hnt Vyc:nw 1 U", for l!nch yrl'. it fullowH that Vis 

bounded locally fini Lu. 

Convl'rsely Httpplrnc th:i L F:={/1~,: (I.CA} iH a locally finite collection 

of (closed) subm.~ts of X. '!'here exiHts then a bounded locally finite open 

cover U = {U11: ~cB} ofX and a positive integer n such that each member 

of U intersects atmost n members of F. For each ar.A, define Ba. = {~cB : 

Fan U~ 'f:. <!>} and Gt, = UiJ<Brx U11 . Then clearly G = {Gcx: ar.A} is a collection 

of open subsets of X such that Fa c Ga. for each ar.A. Since U is bounded 

locally finite, therefore, there exists a positive integer m such that each 

point xEXhas a neighbourhood which intersects atmost m members of U. 

Let m.n=h. It can be shown that G is bounded locally finite of order h. 

1 .6 Theorem. A topological space Xis boundedly Ed-expandable if and 

only if for each discrete collection F of (closed) subsets of X, there exists a 
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bounded locally finite open cover U of X such that. <'acli 11w1nlwr ol' U 
intersects atmost. one member ofF. 

Proof. The prnof' f'ol lows from the similar arguments used i 11 the proof of' 

theorem I .fi nbovc. 

1. 7 Theorem. l1:v1!ry countably compact space is Bd-cxpandable. 

Proof. Obvious in view of Theorem 2.7 in [5] 

'I'he convcrnc of''l'lieon~m 1.7 above is not known. 

1.8 Theorem. (i) (i;v<!ry ./Id-expandable space is boundedly Bd-cxpandable. 

(ii) Every B<l-cxpa11dablu space is expandable. 

(iii) Every boundedly /k/-cxpnndable space is boundedly expandable. 

(iv) Every coUect.ionwiHc normal spac<! is boundedly Bel-expandable. 

Proof. Obvious. 

The converse of'J'huon!m l .8(i) i1:1 not lrue. Following is an example 

of a boundedly Bd-expandahl<J Hpace which is not Bd-expandable: 

1.9 Example. A boundedly IfrL-cxpandable space which is not Ed

expandable. The topological space X defined in [8, page 179-180] being 

collectionwise normal is boundcdly Bd-expandable but it is not Ed

expandable because it is not countably paracompact. 

The converse of Theorem 1.8 (ii) is not true. Following is an 

example of an expandable space which is not Ed-expandable: 

1.10 Example. An expandable space which is not Ed -expandable. 

Hilbert space being metrizable is expandable but it is not Ed-expandable. 

'l'he converse of Theorem 1.8 (iii) is not known. 

'I'he converse of Theorem 1.8 (iv) is not true. Following is an example of a 

boundedly Bd-expnndable space which is not collectionwise normal: 

1.11 E:xumpfo. A boundedly /kl-exnpn11dahle space which is not 

collectionwiAo normnl : 

Let (R ,1:) be the real line with tho wmal topology. We define a new topology 

by defining 't* ={Xe. .ll: X =<I> or R-X is compact in (R,1:)}. Surely 't* is a 

topology on R. Then (ll, 't·A-) being compact is boundedly Ed-expandable 

but it is not normal and hence not collectionwise normal. 

1.12 Note. The example 1.10 also shows that a paracompat space need 

not be Ed-expandable. In fact, the notion of Ed-expandability is 

independent of that ofparacompactness. Following is an example of Ed

expandable space which is not paracompact. 

1.13 Example. A normal Hausdorff Ed-expandable space which is not 
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paracompact. LetQ lw tlw fin-:t uncounL:dll(~ ordin:il 'l'IH·11 .\ /0, l.J jwith 

the usu:d order topology is :i normal 11 a usdorff I M·expn 11d:d>I(~ HpilC(' which 

is not paracompact. 

l.14 Theorem. l•:vc~ry /!!l-expandablo Hpaco iH l>mmdcdly cou11Lnldy 

parncornpact. 

Proof. Let X be a Hd-exp:mclablo space. Let R = {H;: 1: = 1,2,. .. / ho n 

countable open covc•r ol'X. l'ut Si= l/1,=1 R,, for each i. Let A,::::: S1 and f\; 

= S;-S;.1 for i=2,:l,. ... Sundy A {/\;: i=I,2,. .. } is a locally finite refinement 

of R such thatA;cR; for e:ich /.Sine<~ Xis J3d-0xp<111clablc, therefore, tho re 

exists a bounded locally f'init.<~ col lcction {G;: r:=t,2, .. .} of open subsets of X 

such thatA,cG; for each i. Lot U1:0:U,r1 Cl; for oach i. 'f'hcn ll == {lli= 1,2,. . .) 

is a bounded locally finite OJH~tl n~f'incmcn t of R. 'l'hercf(ire X iH boundedly 

countably paracompact. 

The converse of Theorem l. l 11 above is not known. 

1.15 'l'heorem. Every boundedly paracompact space is boundedly Ed

expandable. 

Proof. Let Xbe a boundedly paracompact space, Let F = {Fa:a.eA} be a 

bounded locally finite collection of closed subsets of X. Then there exists a 

positive integer n such that each point xeXbelongs to atmost n members 

of F. Let r={ycA: fyl.::; n}. For each y£r, define Vr = X - Ua~r Fa. Then V = 

{Vr :y£r} is an open cover of X such that each member of V intersects 

atmost n members of F. Since Xis boundedly paracompact, therefore, V 

has a bounded locally finite open refinement say W::.: {Wd)£L\}. 

Now for each o·£A, define U" St (/!',,, W) :::: \_) ( W0e W: Won K 1 q>/. '.l'hcn 

surely U:= { Uo.: O'.f.li/ is bounded locally finite colloction of open subsets of X 
such that Kc U" for each rxcA. Hence X iH bounrkclly Bd-·expandable. 

The converse of Theorem l. lfi above is not true (cf Example l. l). 

Before proving a Theorem which is the crux of this paper. we give 

two examples which show that the notion of Ed-expandability is different 

from the notions of finite dimensionality coupled with Hausdorffness and 

hereditarily paracompactness, respectively. 

1.16 Example. A Ed-expandable papracompact Hausdorff space which is 

not finite dimensional. 

The Hilbert cube being compact Hausdorff is Ed-expandable 

paracompact Hausdorff space but it is not finite dimensional. 

1.17 Example. A Ed-expandable paracompact Hausdorff space which lS 
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not hercditmily parncompact. 

LcH2 be the l'in;L u11countablc ordinal and w be the firnL i11fi11ik ordi11:1L 

Let X= /0, n / x /0, w I where both ordinal spacer-1 /O,n /and /O.w / n l't! gi V<! 11 

the usual <ll'(l<~t' topology.Xis known as the 'l'ychonoff pl;111k. X being 

compact I l:i ttsdorfT is n1/-expandable paracompact J·lausdorff sp;lC:(! but it 

is not he red iL:i ri ly p:t r; 1com pact becaus<~ the subspace Y == X-.((il, w)j is not 

paracomp:1cL 

Now we prov<! t.lw 'l'lwor<!lll which is the crux of this paper. 

1.18 Tlrnorem. t1:v1!t'y Hd-t!XJ>andable paracompact space is boundedly 

paracom pact. 

Proof. Ld. X he a Hd-<!xp1111dable paracompact space. Let Ube an open 

cover of X '!'hen U h:u-i a locally f'i nit<! open refinement, say V={Vi1: lkB}. 
Then by Theorem I .fl above, t.lwrc t!xist.::-; a bounded locally finite open 

cover W = [Wb: 81:/1/ of X and a pmiitive integer n such that each member 

of W intersects atmost n mcm be rs of V. Let G = {W& u Vii : 0£~, ~£E}. Then 

surely G is a bounded locally finite open refinement of V and hence a 

bounded locally finite open refinement of U. Therefore Xis boundedly 

paracompact. 

1.19 Corollary. Every Ed-expandable 8-refinable (respectively, 

metacompact boundedly metacompact, subparacompact) space is boundedly 

paracompact. 

Note that the converse of Theorem 1.18 is not known. 

1.20 Theorem. The following are equivalent for a normal space X: 
a) Xis collectionwise normal. 

b) Xis boundedly Ed-expandable. 

c) Xis boundcdly expandable. 

d) Xis discretely expandable. 

e) Xis discretely ll.C. expandable. 

Proof. (a)=> (b) and (b) ::::o> (c) follows from Theorems 1.8 (iv), and 1.8 (iii), 

respectively. (c) => (d) is proved in Theorem 2.7 in [10]. (d) => (e) follows 

immediately by definitions and (e) => (a) is (d) => (a) in Theorem 2.6 in 

[10]. 

1.21 Corollary. Every Ed-expandable normal space is collectionwise 

normal. 

1.22 Theorem. Every Ed-expandable screenable space is boundedly 

paracompact. 
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Proof. The prooff'ollows frnrn 'l'hcrn·crns 1.H (ii). 1.1 H :11l<l 'l'lworc1n ~.~in 

l!J]. 
l.28 Corollary. Every Hd-expandabh~ strongly scrccnnblt! c;p;1c1• is 

houndedly paracom p:ict.. 

l.21 Theorem. l f' Xis :1 H<l-cxpandabk sp:1cc, Llwn cvc~ry ;L, · COVt!I' of' X 

has a bounded loc:tlly l'init.c open refinement. 

Proof. Obvious. 

1.25 Corollary. Ir.\' jc; ;\ /Jd-t~Xpandable sp11cc, then every A-cover of x 
has a bounded lnc:dly fin ii.<~ open refinement. 

1.26 Corollary. l•:vcry Bd-cxpandable LinclelM space is boundcclly 

paracompacL. 

1.27 Theorem. A topological spac1~ X ic~ bm1ndcd ly Hd·<!Xp:mdalilc i ff every 

B-covei; of'Xhas a hounded locally l'init.t· op<~n rdinctlll'llL 

Proof. The proof follows from n Himplc modification oft.he proof of' Theorem 

3.7 in [10]. 

From the above results together with other known results we 

have the following implication diagram : 

Eonndedly conntably paracompact 

Compact ~ 

C01111.t.al>ly 

Compact 

boundedly ;aracompact r ~rn:npact 
> U Bd-c:xpandalile ~ expandable 

bormcledly Hd-expancfo.ble ~? Hou.ndedly 

expandable 

Collectionwise normal 

2. Open Problems. The following questions remain open : 

2.1 Is every boundedly paracompact space Ed-expendable? 

2.2 Is every Bel-expandable space countably compact'? 

2.3 Is every boundedly countably paracompact space Ed-expandable? 

2.4 Is every boundedly expandable space boundedly Ed-expandable? 
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not,whethc'r Lhcst' spaces an' cquivaknL i11 llausdorffsp11ct·.c:. 

Our feeling is such that the ansWt!l'S Lo problems 2.1 t.o 2.:l abovt· 

arc in negation, however, we do not know t.hc l'l!(jUired counter <'x:1mplcs. 
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